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This workgroup’s responsibility is: To facilitate training and education initiatives for MLREMS.
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MLREMS Training and Education Committee (8.1.17)
1. CIU/CLI Original for this fall 2017 - Ben or regional faculty
a. There will be a CIU (9/30 9-15) and a CLI original (11/3 18-22; 11/4-11/5 8-16). Regional faculty and Ben will sign
the paperwork and produce dates. Have not heard from anyone who is looking for a CIC original so there will not be
one. Terry - other parts of the state are choosing to not do the “skills” portion of the CLI original and does not believe
this is appropriate. Be aware students may not be competent with skills after the CLI original. Terry is interested in
seeing if the state will allow the CIU to be online content. Sharon - can some of the online skills training like C&I be
used towards CIU hours? Eric - anything we can do to make it more likely CLIs will maintain their status. Julie hybrid would be good. Terry - will check with the state to see if it is acceptable to do the CIU as online content. Linda wants it to be acceptable to the state and doesn’t want to see the same content every 3 years; would need to be updated
so would that be difficult if the all that time is taken to develop the online content. The interaction is important.
2. ALS/BLS core content information - Linda
a. (8) agencies have responded and there is a wide variety of methods being used to achieve the core content hours. Some
do 100% online content, some do a hybrid, some do all in person. Sessions are broken up from 26, 1 hour sessions to 4
sessions to 6 sessions. Will compile and we will distribute.
3. CIC teaching exam prep material - Ben
a. Twin Cities provided Ben with some pretty good reference material that they are very willing to allow us to share. Terry
has been working with RFD coworkers on reference material. Ben and Terry will collaborate to merge the two
documents into a package we can distribute. Eric will send out the raw materials with the minutes.
4. ICISF course funding
a. Funding approved ($1000) by MLREMS Council for this course.
5. Requests for funding - creating a process
a. Future funding requests will come through T&E for vetting with the expectation that we provide a recommendation to
the full council. We should come up with a document that outlines our expectations/needs in order to make that
evaluation for future requests.
6. Course sponsor renewal applications - letter to training centers
a. Ben will draft a letter. Eric will discuss with Ben/Reg to figure out who should sign the letter.
7. CLI renewal
a. Letter/email to CLIs making them aware they won’t be receiving a warning letter from the state.
8. Other new business? What is going on with training at your agencies?
a. Linda - CHS has ALS core, BLS core, PALS, and EMT class coming up - posted to MLREMS calendar.
b. New sepsis training posted to the CypherWorx website. Designed for ALS providers. Get in touch with Ben if you are
interested in assigning it to providers at your agencies.
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c. Ben - working with Trauma to get some education out on Spinal Motion Restriction (SMR) due to cases where people
are not being immobilized when they should be. The proverbial “pendulum” may have swung too far.
Upcoming meetings:
All meetings are hybrid (live at the Division of Prehospital Medicine office and online via the contact information provided in the
email at 3:00PM)
September 5, 2017
October 3, 2017
November 7, 2017
December 5, 2017
Attachments:
ICISF flier
Twin Cities CIC exam prep
Colonel Grossman flier
Core content summary

